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Notes from Retirement
Mike Edwin - OCDSA Retiree
It has been awhile since my last article
and I apologize for the delay. I was at the
county court house last week to get a copy
of my daughter’s birth certificate where
I saw a friendly face that I had not seen
in a long while. Sgt Ron Troy is back in
uniform working security at circuit court.
General Macarthur was wrong and I am
happy to say so, because old soldiers need
not fade away. It made my heart feel good
to see friends with whom I had worked for
over twenty five years. We may all have
disagreements with the County or the
Sheriff’s office of varies issues but there is
no fault in bringing back retired officers to
keep court and county facilities safe.
I attended the last union meeting and
was glad to see less acrimony and more
comradery shown. While there where
disagreements at the meeting, there was
less hostility, which is a significant step
in the right direction. There is truth in the
old saying that there is power in numbers
yet I was a little disappointed in the lack
of people who attended the meeting.
Apathy has been a problem for as long as
I can remember. To provide a brief history
lesson, we used to have our meetings at
the Sportsman’s club which provided free
beer in an attempt to get more people to

attend. This worked but it also created
more problems that could not be overcome
than I wish to enumerate. Needless to say,
we stopped the free beer. It should not
take a good brew to get interested in the
political debate
As another issue, the union leadership has
been good enough to offer the union hall
to the retirees to use for get togethers of
all sorts. I will again try to arrange some
card parties or other types of events to
get everyone together. The problem that
I am having is with obtaining the mailing
address of fellow retirees. The county
claims that they do not have this contact
info on file. I find this situation strange
since my retirement check has “Sheriff
Dept.” right next to my name, printed on
the check copy I receive each month. Two
more things before I close, I would like to
say that my prayers are with the Ott family
in their time of grief, it was a great loss to
all of us with Ernie’s passing. The second
thing is please notify me of all upcoming
retirements or events that would be of
interest to the retirees so that I can place it
on the retiree web site.
Stay Safe!
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“Real Cops”

Greg Moore - OCDSA Member

In the seven-plus years I have been doing
background investigations, not one
person interviewing for a D-I position
has ever told me that they want to be a
corrections officer for their entire career.
In fact, many of the dispatchers I have
interviewed have given me answers to
the question, “What are your career
goals with OCSO?” similar to: “Work
my way up and be on SWAT.” “Work
my way up and be a detective.” etc.
The only thing that bothers me worse is
the reaction from other law enforcement
officers in our state when I say I work
for OCSO and (particularly with my
current appearance) they ask, “Are you a
real cop or do you work inside the jail?”
(often with a demeaning tone in their
voice toward the end of the question).
My position has always been (and my
answer to that question) that the men
and women who work inside are every
bit as much of a “real cop” as the people
who work outside. Whether inside or
out, we can all think of examples of
deputies who are simply “employees”.
They come into work each day and do
the bare minimum to get by before their
“eight” is over and they can go back to
“real life”. On the inside, that means they
do their headcounts, hit their clocks, and
fill out their watch sheets - everything
needed to make sure they don’t get

called to the sergeant’s office but not
much to help their fellow deputies or the
on-coming shift. Outside, it’s the deputy
who writes his one ticket per day,
answers his dispatched radio calls, and
writes HIS reports, but doesn’t go out
of his way to assist other deputies with
their duties, also with the motivation to
simply stay out of the sergeant’s office.
Then, there are the people who WANT
to do police work whether they are
somewhere different in the county each
day, or working the same block/pod
five days a week. Working inside, to
me, is like being a beat officer: you
get to know the area, the people, the
trouble makers, and those who will
give you information as long as you
never divulge their names. Let’s face it,
these people are criminals and criminal
activity does not stop just because they
are behind bars.
When I worked inside I wrote several
reports that included a planned contract
murder against a witness who was also
incarcerated; a planned escape attempt;
a conspiracy to manufacture hand-cuff
keys for escape at court; and developed
an informant in the Leslie Allen Williams
serial murder investigation. Many of my
fellow deputies ran investigations into
prostitution; narcotics trafficking; auto
theft; and more. Each of those were
forwarded to SIU for follow-up but they
STARTED in the jail, with good basic

“police work”.
It may not be as “glamorous” as the
other facets of law enforcement that
everyone sees on T.V. But maybe,
some of that is our own fault. Perhaps
we sometimes allow ourselves to lose
sight of our original goals and do not
apply ourselves to our day-to-day
operations as vigorously as we once did.
Sometimes, we allow ourselves to think,
“I’ll start acting like a detective when
they move me to that position.”
This is not an indictment of anyone’s
work ethic. I am simply trying to remind
anyone reading this that it is a serious
profession; a viable career path; and,
as always - a dangerous job. Consider
the following yearly statistics: 33,000
correctional staff assaulted; 10 killed in
the line of duty; 2nd highest mortality
rate of any profession; 2 times in a
career a corrections officer will likely be
assaulted; a 39% higher rate of suicide
than other professions; and an average
LAST BIRTHDAY of 58!!!!
Regardless of which side of that brown
door we work on, let’s remember that
we are still a team of law enforcement
professionals and treat each other
with the respect we each deserve. And
together, let’s strive to do our jobs each
day to the best of our abilities so other
departments recognize that we, the
Oakland County Sheriff’s Office, are at
the top of the professional food chain.

Check us out online at

www.ocdsa.com

Darci Seipke Benefit Fund
need’s your help!
Please sponsor a hole at our April 28, 2008 Golf Outing to be held at
Indianwood Golf & Country Club,
Club, in
in Lake Orion MI
All funds raised at this outing will go to help pay medical expenses for Darci
Seipke who is in need of a kidney transplant.

Sponsorships are $150 per hole
Please contact Pam (Brady) Seipke
248248-721721-1647
Or fill out the below form & mail to:
Darci Seipke Benefit Fund
863 Fairledge, Lake Orion MI 48362
Tear here

Name/Company:
Address:
City/St/Zip:
Yes, we would love to help Darci with medical expenses.
Please put us down for
Total enclosed:

hole sponsorships @ $150 each.

